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Dear readers,

ted, but it’s actually very simple. CSPE stands for Comprehensive Scientific Process Engineering – a concept
that combines processes such as digital engineering,
simulation, virtual reality, and integrated FATs. You can
read about how we use CSPE and why it has earned the
label “scientific” in our title article, which starts on page 6.
Without giving too much away, speeding things up is not
as important as ensuring that they are going in the right
direction. With CSPE, you – our customers – can be more
certain of this than ever.
As well as our main focal
E this issue also covers anotS I Tarea,
E Rsubject
M
O
her
highly
topical
– with an article on processing
T
S
CU
highly potent drugs. This article illustrates how we have
adjusted to them. In an interview with Jürgen Rothbauer, you can read how digital technology is being used to
make processes even more reliable.
Our latest issue is topped off with a report on our new
logistics center, which will offer you a range of benefits
– if you need a spare part delivered to you as quickly as
possible, for example, even if it means transporting it by
direct flight.
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Eliminating time-wasting: CSPE – Comprehensive Scientific Process Engineering
– allows pharmaceutical companies and
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track at an early stage. To this end, they
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CSPE PROCESS CUTS DELIVERY TIMES AND ACCELERATES THE COMMISSIONING OF PHARMACEUTICAL SYSTEMS
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A confident and rapid way to production

CSPE encompasses the entire process from project risk analysis before the start of
the design phase through to service call-outs after SAT and the start of production.

As short a time as possible between placement of the
order and the start of production: a priority for both
the manufacturers and operators of pharmaceutical
systems. As a supplier of overall systems, with CSPE,
Optima Pharma has created a comprehensive,
systematic concept that supports this goal and leaves
nothing to chance in the entire process.
The aim is to deliver new products
to the market as quickly as possible. This
does not only apply to pharmaceuticals.
But for pharmaceutical manufacturers,
it is particularly important to keep the
time between completion of the approval
phase and putting a product on the market to a minimum: on one hand because
of the lengthy development times and
high development costs, on the other as
international competition is increasingly
6
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keen. The long delivery times that arise
in many areas of plant engineering when
capacities are stretched to their limits are
a serious problem in the pharmaceutical
industry.
At the same time, increased requirements are placed on the flexibility of
the system. It needs to be able to handle
smaller batch sizes, and various containers, for example syringes, vials and cartridges, need to be filled on one system.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU

THE KEY ADVANTAGES
OF CSPE

Pharmaceutical filling systems are becoming increasingly complex.
With CSPE, Optima Pharma is introducing an engineering process
that reduces delivery times and thus time-to-market.

 Minimization of risks before the
start of the design phase
 Advance virtual mock-ups and
training via digital engineering
 Qualification via iFAT, quick requalification at the point of use
 Faster, low-risk commissioning
on the user’s premises
 Scientific approach provides
support during official audits
 Cuts time between placement
of the order and start of
production

This makes systems increasingly complex
– and normally, it would make the entire
process, from design and engineering to
the actual construction of the plant right
through to validation, even lengthier.

TO MEDIA FILL IN RECORD TIME
Optima Pharma has the solution for
this problem: Comprehensive process engineering following a scientific approach
allows the realization of short delivery

and commissioning times together with
quick qualification of the system and a facilitated official audit. The pharmaceutical
system manufacturer calls this approach
“Comprehensive Scientific Process Engineering,” or CSPE for short. It combines
tried and tested, accelerated concepts
and procedures such as digital engineering, simulation, virtual reality and integrated FATs. This minimizes so-called “time
thieves.” In this way, the “media fill,” proof

that sterile products can be produced on
the finished filling system, is successfully
carried out in record time.
“We have been using all these methods for quite some time,” explains Gerhard Breu, who, as Chairman of the Optima Pharma Division, is responsible for the
locations Optima Pharma Schwäbisch Hall
and Mornhausen as well as Metall+Plastic
in Radolfzell, adding that the company
set up its own Digital Engineering departo-com pharma-life science | February 2019
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Virtual reality cannot yet completely replace the real-life wooden mock-up.
But many questions, for example relating to accessibility and loads for the
later operator, can already be answered in the VR Center.
ment to provide support for pharmaceutical plant construction six years ago. Its
repertoire includes all standard simulation
methods, for example strength calculation, determination of the resonance value of individual components etc. And for
some time now, both Optima engineers
and customers have been able to experience and contribute their input on 3D
models of the planned systems at the VR
Center in the Schwäbisch Hall technology
center at an early stage in the engineering
process.

CONSISTENTLY EXPLOITING THE
POTENTIAL OF DIGITAL ENGINEERING
So what’s new about CSPE? Gerhard
Breu points out the systematic approach
and the consistent application of the possibilities offered by digital engineering,
which, as a result of the integrated approach, becomes a necessity rather than
an option. “Previously, the configuration
of systems was primarily a question of experience. And in-depth experience is still
a prerequisite today. But with CSPE, we
also exploit the full potential offered by
digital engineering.” The process begins
even before the design stage: with a project risk analysis that involves all specialist
departments and draws parallels with similar projects. As a result, the engineers
can take possible obstacles during the
new project into account from the word
go – and overcome them at an early stage
with the help of digital engineering and simulation. “This means the minimization of
risk – that is, the ability to deliver quickly
and problem-free commissioning,” says
Breu.
He adds that as in the past, Optima
Pharma still uses real experimental setups
in its technical center, as this is a must with
certain assemblies. “However, our engineers aim to resolve as many issues as possible in advance via digital engineering,”
the Chairman explains. For example, the

distribution of VHP (Vaporized Hydrogen
Peroxide) in the isolator can be simulated.
Worst-case positions scarcely reached by
the VHP gas are identified, and the positioning of the injection nozzles in the isolator
is adjusted accordingly. Simulation of the
sterilization process brings advantages
not only for the design engineers. With
it, Optima supports cycle development.
The simulation shows where biological indicators would be most effective. During
Performance Qualification, this allows the
user to verify for the authorities that his
system can be reliably decontaminated
with hydrogen peroxide vapor.
As a further example of an application
where simulation has already been successfully used, Breu mentions the process
of freezing vials on a freeze-dryer shelf.
Following modification of the shelf design
compared with a previous system, the
customer wanted proof that a newly designed side guide had no negative effect.
Breu recalls: “We were able to prove that
a firmly installed guide rail actually had a
positive effect on the freezing process.” In
this way, the customer received a welcome design modification without the need
for time-consuming test constructions.

SPOT-ON “FIRST SHOT” THANKS TO
ADVANCE VIRTUAL MOCK-UP
The “high art” of digital engineering
ultimately leads to the virtual mock-up,
which Optima Pharma sees as an “advance virtual mock-up.” Design engineers and
future operators of a system can get an
idea of the circumstances and accessibility in the VR Center – giving them a much
more realistic picture than the 3D image
on a computer screen. Breu does not see
the virtual mock-up study completely replacing the usual wooden mock-up until
it becomes possible to simulate weights,
tactility and haptics, too. “With the
real-life mock-up, you can test the handling of a heavy intermediate container or

o-com pharma-life science | February 2019
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What effect does the modified shelf design on the
freeze-dryer have on the
freezing process? Simulations as part of CSPE replace
time-consuming experimental setups in the technical
center.

which might arise later result from special
features of the cleanroom environment
on the customer’s premises,” says Breu.
Optima is already able to carry out a first
cycle development. To ensure that conditions at Optima are as realistic as possible,
the company is currently building a new
final-assembly hall optimally equipped
for the installation and commissioning of
complete lines. Construction is scheduled
to be completed in the second quarter of
2019.
And with realistic system qualification
as part of the iFAT, the process comes full
circle. The engineering department receives direct feedback on the accuracy of the
previous simulations and thus input for
further optimization of the simulation models. “Comparing your results with reality
is essential if you are aiming for continual
improvement,” Breu emphasizes.

In-depth preparatory work by the system
manufacturer accelerates qualification on
the customer’s premises; validation via digital engineering and iFAT means that in
some cases, it is more a re-qualification.
This means production can get underway
much faster than was previously possible.
According to Breu, the amount of overall
project time saved varies greatly from project to project: “It can be up to six months.”
These effects are also heightened by the
turnkey approach. Freeze-dryer, isolator
and filling units supplied by one manufacturer are optimally coordinated as an
overall system, including the qualification
concept for all system components. This
reduces the time-to-market yet again. 

TURNKEY PLUS CSPE = FASTER
TIME-TO-MARKET

a sensitive component such as a filling
needle using the isolator glove,” he states.
However, he points out that the “first shot”
in a real mock-up is significantly more accurate where bottlenecks were eliminated
in advance with the help of the virtual
mock-up. In addition, he says, the virtual
system can be used for training purposes.

CSPE ACCELERATES SERVICE
OPERATIONS
The customer therefore profits once
again from CSPE. But CSPE also works as
an accelerator within the company and
frees resources: Strength calculations,
flow simulations or determination of the
resonance values of individual components support the developers during the
design phase. CSPE can act as an enabler
throughout the entire life cycle of a system – for example as an aid during service call-outs as part of the “Optima Total
Care” portfolio. There are many examples.
Breu remembers one specific case where
a folding table on the freeze-dryer of a
loading system had become warped. The
cause: the customer had begun cold loading. As a result, the mounting plate on

the freeze-dryer was cooled, which led to
the folding table no longer being able to
dock on correctly. Instead of simply sending out a service technician “blind” and
hoping that he would be able to solve the
problem on-site by trial and error, Optima
first simulated the deformation caused by
freezing and immediately produced a suitable component to compensate for the
warping. The service technician then only
needed to fit this part.

The operators of systems will see the
positive effects of CSPE in many areas:
Shorter commissioning times and on-site
deployment times for Optima specialists.

RELIABLY QUALIFIED WITH
INTEGRATED FAT
The integrated FAT (iFAT) is a further
CSPE-related feature offered by Optima
Pharma. All components of a system are
brought together in Schwäbisch Hall, for
example the isolator from affiliated company Metall+Plastic in Radolfzell as well as
the freeze-dryer feed and loading system.
These are then tested together with the
filling system manufactured in Schwäbisch Hall under conditions that are as
realistic as possible. This allows reliable
performance of qualification work – very
similar to the later SAT of the overall system at its destination. “The only deviations

“The systematic exploitation
of the potential of digital
engineering in combination
with the integrated FAT
significantly reduces the
overall project duration.
Depending on the project, this
can take up to six months.”
Gerhard Breu, Chairman Optima Pharma Division

10
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AN INTERVIEW WITH JÜRGEN ROTHBAUER

“DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CAN
HELP MAKE PROCESSES EVEN
MORE RELIABLE”
Many pharma companies were initially skeptical about
digitalization, following the “never change a running system”
principle. Yet Jürgen Rothbauer, Managing Director of
Optima Pharma, sees a lot of potential in the phenomenon.
In an interview with editor Jan Deininger, he explains what
opportunities it offers and how Optima Pharma is exploiting
these to further improve process reliability for users.

Mr. Rothbauer, “digitalization” is the
word on everyone’s lips. What role do
you think it has to play in the pharmaceutical industry?
Digitalization has become a crucial component for the future. Without it,
things will stop working. If, as a business,
you find your own way of embracing digitalization – moving away from the theoretical aspect toward practical implementation – then it can offer significant added
value.
How has digitalization changed the
pharmaceutical industry?
The pharma industry has traditionally
taken a conservative stance toward digitalization. This has changed since companies have had to ward off cyber attacks
and deal with production downtime.
Changes to the drugs landscape have also
forced companies to pay more and more
12
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attention to overall equipment effectiveness, or OEE, which was not previously the
case.
Aside from cyber security, data integrity is another issue that keeps cropping
up. Could you briefly explain what these two terms mean?
Data integrity means that data is only
stored once rather than repeatedly, and in
a secure way that makes it impossible to
manipulate. And cyber security refers to
all measures taken to protect a pharma
company’s production systems against
cyber attacks.
What cyber security measures does Optima Pharma use?
First of all, you need to coordinate your
efforts with your customers when it comes to setting up systems. Our customers’
network structures vary, so we have seve-

ral different solutions in place. The IT experts at the user’s
end, who we coordinate our solutions with, are also playing an increasingly important role here. Across the board,
the interfaces between pharma companies and Optima
Pharma always need to be secured to a high standard.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU

HOW OPTIMA IS HARNESSING
THE OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED
BY DIGITALIZATION
 Process reliability is an area
where digitalization offers great
opportunities in particular.
 Smart machine operator guidance is another key area of the
strategy.
 When it comes to managing
production data, Optima
Pharma supports its customers
with the help of the OPAL line
management software.
 Jürgen Rothbauer sees a lot of
potential in the digitalization.

“We believe that
digital technologies
harbor a lot of
potential for the
future.”
Jürgen Rothbauer,
Managing Director Optima Pharma

Smart machine operator guidance is becoming increasingly important with the onward march of digitalization. Are there any solutions for this too?
Smart machine operator guidance is becoming essential because machinery in the pharma industry is growing more and more complex. The changes to the product landscape mean that machines are having to handle
increasing numbers of containers, which is not easy to
deal with. Then there’s the problem of finding skilled staff,
who are proving harder and harder to come by.
We at Optima Pharma are therefore taking various
measures. These include offering video tutorials, helping
to carry out error analyses, and installing cameras that
clearly show the sources of errors on the HMI. There is
also a menu that guides operators and makes it easier for
them to fix errors. We also have an information database
that enables users to carry out keyword searches to find
the right way to deal with errors.
We refer to all the measures introduced to help operators before and during production under the collective
term “IPAS,” which stands for “Intelligent Production Assistant System.” It boosts process reliability by providing
support for operators during the production process. The
main priority is to prevent and eliminate faults. Operators
need to be able to set up the machines so that they run
without any errors. If an error does occur, however, it’s important that the machine makes the operator aware of
this. Like many other digital technologies at Optima, IPAS
forms part of the Optima Total Care lifecycle management system.
o-com pharma-life science | February 2019
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Optima Pharma has a clearly defined objective, says its Managing
Director. Digital approaches such
as smart condition monitoring are
to be developed further and integrated extensively into the filling
systems.

duction processes more efficiently and
reliably. Like many other digital technologies, OPAL is part of Optima Total Care.
This extensive service portfolio ensures
efficiency and reliability throughout the
lifecycle of Optima systems and is being
developed further.
It sounds like Optima is well prepared
for the digital revolution. What are your
objectives for Optima Pharma in this
respect?
The aim for Optima Pharma is to integrate the existing solutions into the
machines and thus continue to build up
experience. We intend to use this as a
basis for gathering further ideas for a large-scale integration of our digital technologies. This will require a huge amount of
development work, which we will need
to incorporate into our projects gradually

What are the components of IPAS?
The “smart operator guidance” helps
operators with troubleshooting using
tools such as video tutorials on the HMI.
This is particularly useful for pharma companies that don’t yet have any experienced specialist operating staff on board.
The “smart failure log” provides support
for carrying out error analyses, for example by means of camera monitoring.
“Smart changeover” is a way of making
format changes more secure by checking
individual format parts – a function that
significantly enhances process reliability.
“Digital documentation” assists operators
by providing technical information to help
them fix errors more quickly and efficiently.
Ever shorter production cycles call for
efficient maintenance planning. Are
there any digital solutions that can help
with this?
More and more monitoring systems
are being built into the machines to detect wear and tear at an early stage. The14
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se include, for example, monitoring the
drives for overheating and correct torque
transmission or using vibration sensors.
Operators are therefore alerted to any
weak spots early on, so they can order replacement parts in good time and plan
maintenance intervals accordingly.
“Big data” is something of a buzzword:
Companies are amassing huge quantities of production data. How can this be
put to good use?
When it comes to big data, we distinguish between two kinds: productionand maintenance-related data. Production-related data means the online data
that is continuously collected for each
container. To give a concrete example,
each syringe stopper is measured and, if
any measurements exceed the set limits,
the machine makes the necessary adjustments automatically or triggers an alarm.
Data is therefore used directly in this case.
We take a very precise approach here to
ensure that we only collect the process

to begin with. And it goes without saying
that we would need to use these solutions
to build trust among our customers first
and dispel any concerns about the new
technologies going forward. We believe
that digital solutions harbor a lot of potential for the future across the board.
Process reliability, which is so important in the pharma industry, is an area where digitalization offers great opportunities
in particular. Each process step can be
monitored and the machine can respond
as intelligently as possible without the
operator needing to intervene at all. This
self-learning and self-adjusting aspect is
where the main opportunity lies for our
customers, and of course for us too.
Thank you for talking to us,
Mr. Rothbauer. 

data that will guarantee appropriate product quality. This data forms the basis for
batch reports and official inspections.
As far as maintenance data is concerned, there is still a lot of uncertainty over
what types and quantities of data are actually useful. The main focus here is on
avoiding data garbage and unnecessary
faults, which are often caused by having a
large number of maintenance sensors. It’s
important to ensure that the machinery
stays reliable.
Does Optima already have a solution in
place for managing production-related
data in a useful way?
Like the other business units at Optima, we use the OPAL line management
software for this. This records production
data, including OEE, and links data at ERP
level with that at manufacturing level. You
can also connect multiple machines and
system components across one or several lines in a horizontal network, which
allows users to organize complex pro-

In an interview with editor Jan
Deininger, Jürgen Rothbauer shows
that he can fully understand the
long-standing skepticism among
pharmaceutical companies regarding
the digital revolution. He illustrates
how companies can benefit from
digitalization in terms of reliability, a
key issue in this particular industry.
o-com pharma-life science | February 2019
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LYOHUB: A PLATFORM FOR FREEZE DRYING
Innovations in pharmaceutical
freeze drying: Optima Pharma
is now part of the international
consortium LyoHUB.

Joining

FORCES

GOALS
Optima's freeze-drying experts are already in close
contact with LyoHUB and various members. The aims
Optima is pursuing by joining LyoHUB are:

Every year, approximately USD 16 billion worth of freeze-dried medicines
and food products are traded worldwide. For many products, freeze drying
is the only way of achieving the desired shelf life. As a member of the
international consortium LyoHUB, Optima is now joining forces with a host
of other companies to work on the future of freeze-drying processes.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
 To optimize freeze-drying processes
 To develop and introduce new technologies for
freeze-drying systems
Applied research for economical applications of freeze drying in
industry – this is a declared aim of LyoHUB.

COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION WITH
COMPANIES AND END USERS
 To develop and introduce freeze-drying standards
in close cooperation with industry, science, and
ASTM.

In particular, the energy efficiency of
freeze drying is not considered the best.
This is neither down to the desire nor the
ability of freeze-drying system manufacturers, which carry out a great deal of
development work and introduce innovations into their systems. However, the
benefits of regular close collaboration
between experts are particularly apparent
when it comes to processes as complex as
pharmaceutical freeze drying.
Thanks to its global presence, Optima
had the opportunity to join LyoHUB in
July this year. LyoHUB is an international
platform that is exclusively dedicated to
industrial pharmaceutical freeze drying.
A true innovation, given that the communication between users, universities, and
16
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system manufacturers with the aim of
developing specific
solutions had been
sporadic up to that
point.
Expert collaboraProfessional exchanges between freeze-drying experts are a
tion and institutionaregular feature of LyoHUB. Optima Pharma has been a memlized communication,
ber of the US-based international organization since July.
often beyond corporate boundaries, is
essential when it comes to playing a deci- rers of freeze-drying systems and measive role in shaping future developments. surement technology, as well as software
It was on the basis of this conviction that companies and pharmaceutical compaLyoHUB was established in the USA in nies. The initiative to found LyoHUB came
2014 as an industry-driven consortium. from Purdue University in the USA.
LyoHUB pursues long-term goals. Its
Members of LyoHUB include suppliers of
freeze-drying components, manufactu- main focus is on driving forward free-

 To continuously optimize and adapt the functionality and design of freeze dryers to changing market
requirements.
 To support end users in the industry to successfully
establish the new technologies in the production
process.

Further information at
www.pharmahub.org

ze-drying technology and making it a more attractive option in
economic terms. It is also important to those involved to develop
norms and standardizations for freeze-drying systems in cooperation with ASTM International (American Society for Testing Materials) and to introduce these at a global level. Further aims are to
train end users and to draw up and publish guidelines for different
areas of freeze drying. 

hub
.org
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KEEPING AN EYE ON THE BIG PICTURE IS KEY

Highly potent drugs:
COMPLEX, BUT CONTROLLABLE
A well-developed overall system relies on sound planning
– this applies more than ever when it comes to processing
highly potent drugs. Whether it is an isolator filter system,
wastewater management, a pressure zone concept or a
connection to a freeze dryer, each individual component is
virtually always linked to another.

When it comes to dealing with highly
potent drugs, a holistic view is particularly crucial. This article explains the reasoning behind this.

STEP 1:

TAKE HOLISTIC ADVICE
Everything is interconnected – you
could say this is the first basic rule of
designing processes for handling highly
potent drugs. The advice offered includes
cleverly thought-out spatial and pressure
zone concepts, because spaces and machinery can only form a functioning overall system if they interact and cooperate
with each other.
18
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Pressure zones with a target
As in conventional processing systems, overpressure in relation to space
is a characteristic feature of isolator-protected areas. Within a machine, pressure
cascades direct the air toward the exterior washing machine for the sealed vials,
where the toxic waste air is channeled
based on the pressure sink principle.
As a rule, the pressure in the machine system is at its highest not at the filling stations themselves, but before the
transition to the filling machine. Here
the sterilized containers are completely
uncontaminated. It is essential that this
zone does not encounter any contaminated air. After all, even during the filling
process, fine aerosols form that could

IMPORTANT FOR YOU

HIGHLY POTENT SUBSTANCES
REQUIRE SPECIALLY DESIGNED
PROCESSING SYSTEMS
 Facilities for processing highly
potent drugs should always be
designed as a complete system.
Many functions are directly
interrelated.
 Particular attention needs to be
paid to the interfaces between
the filling line, freeze-drying loading system, and the isolators.
These need to be viewed both
as a whole and in detail.
 Generally speaking, it is worth
using specific technical solutions that may not be necessary
in conventional systems.
 Here more than in any other
field, finding optimal solutions
relies on very close cooperation between pharmaceutical
companies and equipment
manufacturers.

There are three benefits gained from simulations: optimized water distribution
for cleaning, worst-case positions identified and low water consumption.

contain active substances that need to
be channeled away by pressure cascades. Uncontaminated areas, such as the
feeder bowls, are therefore kept separate
from potentially contaminated air with
the aid of pressure cascades wherever
possible.
When it comes to processing highly
potent substances, the machine operators are not the only things that need
protecting. As with traditional aseptic
processing, the drugs need to be kept
way from any external contamination.
This is also done using the pressure sink
principle. This means that the pressure
in the external washing machine area
for the sealed vials has to be lower than
the room pressure, which in turn needs
to be lower than the pressure in the isolator-protected zones. This allows potentially contaminated air to be channeled
away from both areas – i.e. away from the
open vials and operators – and towards
the external washing machine. In addition, the isolators have lower leak rates
than in conventional projects, which is
another bonus for product integrity (and
particularly for operator protection).
On top of this, the requirements for
aseptic processing with an airflow of 0.45
meters per second (without turbulence)
in the machine housing must be observed. A specific pressure zone concept is

needed to accommodate all the requirements mentioned.
Holistic: Spatial concept linked with
wastewater and filter concepts
Questions relating to cleaning are closely linked to the issue of protection from
contamination. At the same time, drawing
up the spatial concept involves making
decisions that can have an impact on the
wastewater and filter concepts.

If the facility needs to be cleaned, it is
essential to determine if the cleaning will
be done automatically or manually. Irrespective of this, wherever the cleaning
occurs with water, wastewater is produced. The primary purpose of any wastewater concept is to enable safe cleaning.
Nevertheless, it should ensure that contaminated water is kept to a minimum.
This is both an economic consideration
and a potential safety factor. The handling and disposing of wastewater is complicated and expensive.
It can be possible to reduce the
amount of contaminated water through
the careful positioning of filters in the system. However, it is important to bear in
mind that filters are not always the simpler, more cost-effective or safer option. The
task of monitoring the filters in particular
can pose challenges that many pharmaceutical companies shy away from.
Optima offers a choice of two different filter concepts. One important decision-making criteria is the accessibility of
the filters, the type of filter that is being
used should be taken into account in the
plans for the service floors. Hence, the circle is closed; spatial concepts, wastewater
and filter concepts are closely intertwined.

The positions and geometries of the cleaning nozzles can be easily changed,
even before the system is built.
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Two filter systems are available
In terms of containment, Optima offers two filter concepts. These are mainly
distinguished by their positioning in the
machine, which is either at the level of
the machine plate, in front of the return
air ducts (High Potent Filter), or above
the outlet for the return air ducts, before
the point where they re-enter the isolator
(bag-in-bag-out-filter). An overview sets
out the details of these concepts.
Risks, costs and various other factors
therefore need to be weighed in order to
make a decision. This makes tailored ad-

TECHNOLOGY TREND

vice and planning essential; Optima provides these services in close consultation
with the customer.

STEP 2:

CHECK THE DETAILS
Spatial, pressure zone, filter and wastewater concepts – this does not even
come close to encompassing the full
complexity of designing facilities for
processing highly potent drugs. Other
aspects include:

• Optimizing the machine design in general. For instance, how can turbulence
be avoided?
• How will the environmental monitoring system be set up if, for example,
contaminated air needs to be actively
supplied to the petri dishes?
• How will the material transfer sluices
be designed? They cannot be docked
directly onto the system?
• And many other details of the design...
Since the various subsystems are often functionally dependent on one anot-

A facility with bag-in/bag-out filters offers more room in the plenum space and more space required
on the service floor. As an alternative option, Optima also offers systems with High Potent Filters.

HIGH POTENT FILTER

20

BAG-IN-BAG-OUT-FILTER

 Filters are easily accessible.
The access to the manipulation unit and the
machine base is limited / confined.

 The manipulation unit is easily accessible.

 Back-up filters take up additional space on the
service floor or in the installation room.

 Additional space needed on the service floor
often impairs access.

 Return air ducts do not need to be washed down.

 Return air ducts need to be washed down.

 Filters can be changed with no special protective
measures required.

 Filters have to be changed by qualified personnel.

 Higher filter costs due to the need to safely avoid
cross-contamination.

 The wash down of return air ducts
must be qualified.

 Redundant filters are difficult to install.

 Redundant filters can be easily integrated.

 Time required to change the filters
leads to downtime.

 The changing of the filters does not lead to
additional downtime.

 Limited capacities for (strong) airflow
has to be considered.

 Suitable for strong airflow.
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her, it is important to view and simulate
the facility as a whole, rather than just
focusing on the functions in isolation.
After all, this complexity is what makes it
important to test out a system before it is
built. The best way of doing this comprehensively is by using simulations.
If we take wet cleaning, for example, it
is apparent that this can only be planned
and tested effectively using a combination of filling machines and isolators. To
avoid spray shadows, Optima carries out
intensive simulations to test the cleaning
action. Based on the centralized, consistent CAD and 3D data available to Optima for all subsections, the entire cleaning
process can be viewed as a whole.

One essential requirement for a holistic simulation is that the data for all
subsections – filling and sealing, isolating, and freeze-drying needs to be made
available without any restrictions. This is
something that a turnkey manufacturer
like Optima can guarantee.

STEP 3:

INTERFACES ARE ESSENTIAL:
TURNKEY IS KING
Projects dealing with highly potent
drugs are a prime candidate for turnkey
concepts, due to the particular importance of interfaces in such cases. A contact

that is centrally responsible for the projects, gives the customer security both in
terms of functionality and in matters regarding responsibilities that are not open
to debate.
Some aspects of turnkey concepts,
such as comprehensive simulations have
already been mentioned. At this point, it
is also worth adding an integrated FAT
(factory acceptance test) for the entire
system. The filling and sealing machines
are already set up with isolators for this
purpose. One FAT criteria tested is whether the cleaning and decontamination
systems meet the required specifications.
It is also possible to test the isolator,
filling line and loading system comple-
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tely as a unit using freeze-drying plates.
This means that the loading system will
have already been tested before it gets to
the customer.

STEP 4:

KEEP IN MIND:
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS
Finally, it is also worth considering
worst case scenarios in advance. All possible consequences of a vial, for example,
breaking during processing, need to be
looked at in detail during the preliminary
stage. The same applies to potential leaks in the filters. These scenarios can also
be extensively simulated and should be
taken into account long before the design for the spatial concept is finalized.
Showers can be installed in the installation rooms.
Generally speaking, the scope of the
advice provided usually depends on the
customer’s own experience and knowledge. Sometimes Optima works for and
with customers who do not yet have any
experience in dealing with highly potent
drugs. In cases like this, the expertise
Optima has built up, over the course of
many projects, is a huge advantage. The
consulting service can even cover financial considerations, such as the costs and
outlay required for operating this kind of
facility.

STEP 5:

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF REFINED
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY TREND

IMPERMEABILITY OF THE SYSTEM:
To achieve the extremely low leak
rates required across the entire system,
a holistic approach is needed when it
comes to ensuring impermeability. For
example, the isolator has to be more leak-tight than it would need to be for conventional aseptic projects. The filling and
sealing machines are also equipped with
extra seals around the machine plate and
the super structural parts.
For processing of highly potent drugs,
the impermeability of the freeze dryers is
as high as ever. In these cases, a vacuum
is involved in the process, meaning that

even standard versions of these systems
boast very low leak rates. In other respects, however, even the freeze dryers
have had their design specially adapted,
with vacuum pumps and drainage for
contaminated water.

CLEAN ABILITY AND
DECONTAMINATION OF THE SYSTEMS:
Optima has further enhanced various
machine modules to ensure even better
clean ability. An important aspect to consider here is the accessibility of the system zones that need to be washed down
or dried manually. With regard to wet

cleaning, it is important to ensure that
there is nowhere in the machine where
water can accumulate unchecked.
Many protein-based drugs are incompatible with decontamination using hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which is another
factor that poses challenges for system
engineering. Until recently, residual concentration values in the range of parts
per million (ppm) were commonly regarded as standard, but these can now be as
low as around 30 ppb (parts per billion).
Metall+Plastic has provided essential
impetus in this area with the DECOpulse
technology, to ensure that isolator ventilation times can still be kept as short as
possible.

SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT TYPES AND
TRANSPORT SYSTEMS:
With its MultiUse Filler concept, Optima has developed a new generation
of machines that meet the requirements

mentioned to perfection and, thanks to
their modular design, can also be adapted to suit specific customer needs. Several customers have already opted for
these systems. The MultiUse Filler is suitable for a very wide range of applications, including handling complex drugs
that are difficult to process. It is available
in various performance levels.
There are also other technical concepts that are unique in processing
highly potent drugs. Transport systems,
in particular, are crucial. Three aspects
are especially worth mentioning in this
regard; first of all, continuous transport
systems can cause contamination to
spread. Optima’s range includes special
solutions designed to prevent this. Secondly, conventional transport systems
can cause vials to break, Optima offers
special transport systems to minimize
the risk of this happening. Third, this is an
area in which a high level of clean ability

is particularly important. With the isolators closed, Optima’s transport systems
can be dismantled in a way that leaves all
surfaces exposed and easily accessible it
is also possible to change the format with
very little manual intervention.

STEP 6:

GIVE FEEDBACK!
At Optima, customer feedback is fed
directly into the development process
for enhancing existing technologies. Since the customers are the ones who work
with the equipment on a daily basis, they
are better positioned than anyone else
to assess the challenges involved and
understand their business in depth, this
feedback is especially valuable. 

Perfect for small batches and
highly potent substances: the
MultiUse Filler from Optima.

Processing highly potent drugs sometimes calls for specific technology. In
some cases, existing technologies have
been or are being further developed with
these particular requirements in mind.

22
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NEW: FILLING SYSTEM FOR AUXILIARY REAGENTS

ALL-ROUND
CARE PACKAGE
FOR ELISA TEST KITS
Optima Life Science now offers a solution for
the filling of reagents. The new filling system
“OPTIMA ImmuFill” automates a process that many
diagnostics companies still carry out manually or
using very simple devices – filling the (auxiliary) reagents for ELISA test kits.
The rotary transfer machine is tailored to the specific requirements of these
companies.

Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent
Assay. Quite a mouthful to say, but this
is the term for a medical achievement
that saves lives every day: the ELISA test.
Diagnostics companies use this antibody-based testing method to determine
the presence of life-threatening diseases
such as the HI virus. ELISA test kits consist
of (auxiliary) reagents and microtiter plates. Optima Life Science already offers a
solution for the coating of the microtiter
plates. The new system fills the necessary
reagents for the test kits.
With the introduction of the OPTIMA
ImmuFill, Optima Life Science now has a
complete range of solutions for the production of ELISA test kits. The new rotary
transfer machine allows filling of the reagents for the microtiter plates into bottles of various diameters and heights. The
24
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newly developed machine was first presented at the Compamed in Düsseldorf.
The system supplements the modular
machine platform OPTIMA ImmuCoat®,
which can be used for the entire microtiter
plate coating process. Moreover, further
process steps can be integrated. For example, incubators in which the microtiter
plates are stored between the individual
process steps. The portfolio also includes
the OPTIMA ImmuPouch machine, which
packages the plates in 3-sided sealing
pouches and closes them.

COMPACT, INEXPENSIVE, SAVES TIME
DURING FORMAT CHANGEOVER
As the production of small batches
is common in the diagnostics sector,
quick format changeover is particularly
important. For this reason, the machine

was especially designed to run with few
format parts and one operator, who can
carry out a format changeover in less than
30 minutes.
As the machine largely does not require material certificates from the pharmaceutical industry and the OPTIMA ImmuFill is predominantly made from aluminum
parts, it is significantly lower-priced than
pharmaceutical machines in which stainless steel is the main material. In addition, the machine was designed with a
compact surface area. With a floor area of
approximately three by three meters, it is
suitable both for small production rooms
and laboratories.
Another special feature is the robot
that places the bottles, with lids, in the
transport star wheel. The machine has no
dynamic pressure system or sorting bowl

for the bottles. The only part that needs
to be replaced for a format changeover is
the vacuum sucker on the robot, but only
if the bottle sizes vary strongly. A plug-in
coupling makes this very quick and easy
to do. In this way, bottles of various diameters can be processed without having to carry out a conventional format
changeover. Measures such as these allow
several formats to be combined and filled
on the machine using almost no format
parts: Bottles with two, four, ten and 100
milliliters, for example, can be transported
on a rotary wheel. To change the format,
only five parts, for example the robot gripper, need to be changed.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF NEW DEVELOPMENT OPTIMA IMMUFILL
 With the introduction of the
OPTIMA ImmuFill, Optima Life
Science now covers the complete
range of solutions for the production of ELISA test kits.
 The OPTIMA ImmuFill allows filling
of the reagents for the microtiter
plates into bottles.
 The target output is 30 bottles à 100
milliliters per minute.

 Users benefit from its cost-conscious design and quick format
changeover and particularly compact dimensions.
 Synergistic effects within the
Optima Group aided rapid completion of the project.
 The new development was presented for the first time at the Compamed in Düsseldorf.

RAPID IMPLEMENTATION BY
EXPLOITING SYNERGIES
The target output is 30 bottles à 100
milliliters per minute with a filling accuracy of +/- 1 percent of the filling quantity. The OPTIMA ImmuFill is easy to clean,
as there are no undercuts and pedestal
bearings are rounded. It is fully enclosed to protect
the filling process
against contamination.
The
machine was designed with the
specific requirements of the market
in mind. One such consideration
was a filling path fitted with a peristaltic pump of very high quality.
Synergistic effects within the
Optima Group played a prominent role during this development
project. In particular, the designers were able to benefit from the
technology of Optima Pharma, R+E
Automation and O
ptima Consumer.
The screw unit, for example, came from
Optima Consumer. With the know-how of
other business units, new developments
can be realized particularly quickly. As a
result, the development project, which
was launched in November 2017, was
completed in time for the Compamed in
November 2018. 

Premiere at CompaMed: The OPTIMA
ImmuFill filling and closing machine by
Optima Life Science was designed especially for the processing of auxiliary reagents,
which are used for ELISA test kits.
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NEW: SEMI-DYNAMIC DESIGN SPACE FOR FREEZE DRYERS

CALCULATING THE OPERATING POINT

MORE QUICKLY
QUICKLY

in Figure 1, has become an established
method of graphically representing the
system and process limits.
This traditional approach to a design
space has a few major drawbacks, however. It only enables static process evaluation and applies to just one product
formulation in one specified vial type.
Product temperatures are calculated on
the assumption that product resistance*
will remain constant and be equivalent to
the maximum product resistance (at the
end of the drying process). During the actual process, however, product resistance
changes as the dry layer thickness increases. The diagram therefore shows maximum product temperatures (at the end
of the drying process). The corresponding
sublimation rate* then reaches its mini-

mum. The sublimation rate, which is significantly higher at the start of the drying
process, is underestimated. These values
therefore frequently need to be adjusted
in the case of conventional scaling-up.

*DEFINITIONS
 Product resistance (Rp) is the pressure drop in the freeze-dried layer of
the product.

DYNAMIC PROCESS MANAGEMENT
MADE EASY
Thanks to an innovative approach developed by Optima, manufacturers can
sidestep these weaknesses of the traditional design space diagram entirely. The
new, semi-dynamic design space is shown
in Figure 2. This fundamentally differs
from its predecessor and includes additional diagrams.
The first diagram (top left) clearly displays the chamber or drying pressure in
relation to the vial heat transition coeffi-

 The sublimation rate (kg/h) is the
amount of water vapor produced during the sublimation process.
 Vial heat transition coefficient (k-value) is a coefficient for heat transferred
through solid objects and gases and/or
fluids due to the temperature gradient.

CALCULATING THE OPERATING POINT
SCALING UP CAN BE VERY QUICK
AND PRECISE THANKS TO A NEW
MODEL
 A safer, more efficient freeze-drying process, which protects product integrity, is also
essential for small batches.
 The traditional design space
approach does not provide a
suitable solution for this.
 The new semi-dynamic design
space approach takes into
account changing variables
during the process and enables
dynamic process management.
 Scaling up laboratory systems to
production systems is therefore safe, quicker, and therefore
more efficient.
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Scaling up laboratory freeze dryers to production systems
is tricky. Most importantly, product integrity must be
maintained. The previous standard way to determine the
freeze-drying process can be shortened significantly and
achieved with more precision: the new semi-dynamic
design space is the solution.
The pharmaceutical industry is undergoing radical change. Features of the new
trend are modern combination vaccines,
personalized (human) medicine, and the
resulting small production volumes with
high quality requirements. This presents
new challenges for manufacturers of
pharmaceutical freeze-drying systems. After all, increasingly complex product compositions still require a safe and highly
scalable process.
Throughout the freeze-drying process, product integrity is primarily affected by the product temperature. Each
product formulation has a specific critical

temperature. If this critical temperature is
exceeded during the drying process, the
product will be damaged irreparably. To
prevent this, the two control variables of
chamber pressure and shelf temperature need to be set accordingly. However,
these variables can only be set within the
operating limits of the freeze dryer, which
are defined by the technical parameters of
the system. The output limit is therefore
specific to that system and is determined
by the sizing of the refrigeration system,
the cold surface, and the maximum possible throughput of the intermediate valve.
The traditional design space, as pictured

sublimation rate ( ̇ )

IMPORTANT FOR YOU

−
−

−

chamber pressure ( ,

)

The traditional design space approach (Figure 1). This has the disadvantage
that it cannot take account of changing product resistances, for example.
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The new semi-dynamic design
space model (Figure 2).
This offers ideal support for
scaling-up freeze-drying
systems.
0
0,30,1

0,40,2

0,50,30,1
0,60,4

x,norm

the k-value (vial heat transition coefficient) for the 10R vial used in relation to
the chamber pressure, and use it in the
second diagram (top right). At the start of
the drying process, the product resistance
is comparatively low, measuring exactly
220.782 [m²*s*Pa/kg] in this example. The
point of intersection between the given
k-value and the product resistance curve
can be calculated and transferred by means of vertical lines to the diagrams below.

The user can now read the product
temperature and sublimation rate for
the selected shelf temperature of 0 °C. At
the second operation point, the drying
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precise values for the customer
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-2
termining the operating point for a freeze
drying process. This requires the availabi-12
lity of values for the development of pro-22
duct resistance during the actual process.
Optima can define these values using
-32
measurements, for example. Knowled-42
ge of this development makes it easy to
execute dynamic process management.
1,8
The shelf temperature is therefore regu1,6
lated throughout the process. With this
method, the user can select relatively high shelf
1,4
temperatures at the start of the drying process.
1,2
If the shelf temperature were to remain cons1
0,8
tant, however, the product temperature would
0,6
rise too sharply as the drying process went on.
0,4
To prevent the product from overheating, the
0,2
shelf temperature is constantly lowered throug0
hout the process, depending on the current product temperature.
Figure 2 depicts a conventional freeze-drying process with a 10R vial at two points in time,
to illustrate how the semi-dynamic design space
is used. The main drying process is carried out
under a constant chamber pressure of 150 µbar.
In the first diagram (top left), the user can read

0,70,5

0,2
0,80,6

x,norm

0,90,7

5
10,3
0,8
0,9

process has already progressed and the
product resistance value has increased to
451.163 [m²*s*Pa/kg]. The k-value remains
unchanged. Taking into account the new
curve intersection point, product temperatures are naturally higher at this operation point, while the sublimation rate per
vial is lower. The total sublimation rate can
be calculated by multiplying the sublimation rate per vial with the number of vials
in the system.
As a user of the semi-dynamic design
space approach, Optima therefore has a
high degree of flexibility with regard to
batch sizes, which is advantageous for
scaling up. The process can be tested initially on a small scale in a laboratory system

5
1 0,4

0,5

x,norm

0,6

and then scaled up to the production system. It should be noted that the operating
point is always calculated in a state of equilibrium, meaning that the calculations are
fixed. The model is thus considered to be
semi-dynamic rather than completely dynamic. In practice, therefore, the process is
tracked at intervals. These intervals correspond with the product resistance values,
as they are used to create the diagrams.
Optima can therefore use this model
to provide optimal support for its customers in scaling up. The benefits of the semi-dynamic design space are clear to see
in practice: it paves the way for a safe, considerably shorter freeze-drying process
that the user can control with precision. 
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FILLING LINE WITH ISOLATOR FOR SYRINGES

ONE-TWO PASS WITH THE
LILLY PROJECT TEAM

Numerous special design features, such
as an innovative inspection solution,
boost product reliability on the syringe
filling line for Eli Lilly, Italy.

“The input from the Lilly employees, in
particular their production experience, brought
fresh impulses for our machine developers.”

During the expansion of a business
location in Italy, Eli Lilly invested in a
new syringe filling line from Optima
Pharma. With a newly developed
debagging concept and the first implementation of
syringe inspection, it is on the cutting edge of such
technology on the market. One of the major contributing
factors here was the customer’s demanding and highly
inventive project team, a daunting challenge for the
Optima engineers.

Christian Kaiser, Optima Project Manager

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
It is one of the largest pharmaceutical
companies in the world: Eli Lilly and Company (Lilly for short) holds 13th place in
current rankings, with a turnover of 22.8
billion US dollars (2017), around 40,000
employees worldwide and production
sites in 13 countries. And analysts predict
significant growth in the coming years.
Pharmacologist Eli Lilly, who gave the
company its name, founded the business
in 1876 in Indianapolis, where it still has
its headquarters. His signature features in
30
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the company logo, and his appeal to employees always to strive for improvement
still characterizes its ethos.
There are now also several Lilly production sites in Europe, selling their products worldwide. Lilly has operated in Italy
for more than 55 years. Its production site
in Sesto Fiorentino, north-west of Florence, is one of the largest and most modern
pharmaceutical-biotech plants in Italy –
and the only one where insulin is produced. Around 550 people work there – and

every day, they prove their commitment
as Lilly employees to the manufacture of
pharmaceutical products of the highest
quality and with the highest production
reliability.

THE MANUFACTURER’S EXPERIENCE AS
EARLY INPUT
A project team from Optima Pharma,
commissioned to design and build a new
syringe filling line for the Italian site, experienced what this means. Project Manager

Christian Kaiser tells the story: “The Lilly
project team were deeply committed and
had incredibly broad expertise.” Some of
the employees involved were from the
engineering department, others from
production. Based on their wide-ranging
experience, including manufacturing
practice, they took an in-depth look at the
design proposals and indicated at an early
stage where improvement was needed.
There are some who might find customers
who consistently raise objections difficult

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TURNKEY SOLUTION FOR ELI LILLY, ITALY
 New: Automated unpacking of tubs
doubly protected with external and
inner bags.

 Innovative inspection solution:
SIRM (Syringe Inspection and Rejection Machine).

 Following the debagging process,
the bags pass to the subjacent
technology floor. The separation of
sterile zones is maintained.

 Decontamination cycle developed
in-house at Optima.

 Buffer system as a paternoster solution.

 Turnkey project: Complete assembly and integrated testing of isolator
and all machines at Optima (iFAT).
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During the integrated FAT in Schwäbisch Hall,
all components of the system, including the
isolator, were brought together.

IN OPERATION

to deal with. But, Mr. Kaiser says: “Those responsible at Lilly impressed us with their
high degree of competence and expertise.
This allowed our project team to see the project
from the standpoint of the operator, something
which we could otherwise hardly hope to do in
such depth as machine manufacturers.” As a result,
it was possible to optimize several design details, for
example with regard to cleanability or operability, at
an early stage.
In the course of this project, Optima Pharma, together with Eli Lilly, implemented two fundamental innovations as part of the line: a debagger solution for sterilized, double-packaged tubs which removes the two bags
automatically and a syringe inspection machine. Mr. Kaiser
describes the new debagger solution: “Previously, the usual
practice was to remove the external bags of the double-packaged tubs manually and place them on the feed belt of the
debagger. The debagger then removed the inner bags. The new
line for Lilly can process the double-packaged syringe tubs. Two
consecutive debaggers remove both bags and forward the unpacked tubs to the isolator.” In the isolator, which is manufactured by
Optima subsidiary Metall+Plastic (M+P), a Tyvek removal robot then
pulls off the Tyvek film. The syringes are filled and sealed in the downstream filling machine. This is followed by a buffer section designed as a
paternoster solution. Here, there is a passage giving operating personnel

SOCCER MATCH PROVIDES RELAXATION DURING THE IFAT
During peak stages of the integrated
FAT, there were as many as 22 employees
from the Eli Lilly pharmaceutical company present at the Optima Pharma site in
Schwäbisch Hall. But the intensive stage,
starting in mid-April 2018, was not only
used for set-up and optimization of the
turnkey installation. At the suggestion
of the Lilly employees, staff also found
time for a relaxing – and exciting – soccer match in the Optima Sportpark, between a ten-man team from Eli Lilly and a
delegation of Optima employees. “It goes
without saying that we are not professional footballers. For Eli Lilly and Optima,
the whole idea was to have fun, and we
certainly did,” says Christian Kaiser, who
32
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managed the project at
Optima Pharma and took
part in the match. It was a
fair match, he said, which
Eli Lilly narrowly lost with
7:6. The teams were so
passionate about sports that
they held a penalty shootout
at a distance of 9 meters after
the game, just for fun.
The system has now been delivered to the Lilly site at Sesto Fiorentino in
Italy. As soon as it is up and running and
working smoothly, the Eli Lilly team will
get their chance at a return match: and
this time, in Italy, the customer will have
the home field advantage.

Soccer match during
the iFAT phase:
Lilly team narrowly
beaten.

easy access to the system from both sides.
Another special design feature incorporated at the request of the customer is
breakthroughs in the floor that allow bags
from the debaggers to pass directly to the
level below, of course while maintaining
sterile separation between clean room
and technology floor. In this way, a customary handling step – the emptying of
a waste container on the debagger – was
moved to the lower floor, where it can be
carried out mechanically. This means added convenience for operating personnel
and saves manpower.

AUTOMATIC SYRINGE INSPECTION
The developers created a further innovation to check the filled syringes: the
SIRM (Syringe Inspection and Rejection
Machine). Using a robot, this machine removes “bad” syringes from the tubs and
also checks the plug height at selectable
intervals. Various monitoring cameras are
fitted for this purpose. At the machine
outfeed, the tubs are fed to a laser printer.
In the course of an integrated FAT
(iFAT), the overall system, including the
isolator, which was provided by Metall+Plastic, Radolfzell, was set up and tested at the Schwäbisch Hall site. Here, Lilly
again demonstrated keen interest in perfect execution and quick, problem-free
realization of the project: Starting in midApril 2018, up to 22 employees spent
almost eight weeks at Optima Pharma.
According to Christian Kaiser, this was an
unusually high number, but ultimately, it
contributed to extremely comprehensive
and in-depth testing.
There are further advantages to assembling all system components at the
manufacturer’s site: In particular, it made
it possible to begin development of
the decontamination cycle at an early
stage, even before installation at Lilly.
This verified that the machine design
is flawless as regards accessibility
and cleanability.

MAKING DECISIONS AT AN EARLY STAGE
Lilly’s in-depth involvement is more
the exception than the rule. Looking back
on the project, Christian Kaiser says: “This
of course increased the pressure on us.
Again and again, Lilly presented us with
new challenges, prompting us to review
existing concepts. On the other hand,
however, the customer made necessary
decisions quickly, which led to a stringent
project workflow – and to a system which
met the customer’s expectations to a high
degree.” As a result, despite the
two engineering innovations, the debagger for dual
bags and the SIRM, Optima was able to deliver
the system, which was
ordered in December
2016, at the end of
June 2018. A tight
schedule in view
of its complexity and Eli Lilly’s
exacting
requirements.
The Project
Manager
e m p ha s i zes that
the high
commit-

ment of the more than 50 Optima Pharma
and around 30 M+P employees involved
was a major factor in enabling them to
meet this schedule. So far, installation and
recommissioning in Sesto Fiorentino have
proceeded without major problems. Company founder Eli Lilly, whose conceptions
of high and assured quality might be considered to make him one of the intellectual fathers of the US agency FDA, would
surely be pleased. 

A new debagger solution means operating personnel no longer have to carry
out part of the unpacking process for double-packaged tubs by hand.
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IN OPERATION
The company's headquarters are
located in Shanghai. In addition
to having further locations in
China, the company also has two
production facilities in the USA
and England.

PROCESSING HYALURONIC ACID AT HAOHAI

TECHNOLOGY IS
FOLLOWED BY TRUST,
AND THAT COUNTS

AN INTERVIEW WITH

Yiyi Chen

Executive Director of Haohai

Not only is China (Shanghai) around 8,500 kilometers away from Germany as
the crow flies, but the two countries are also worlds apart when it comes to
cultural differences. “China is a magical place,” said Kristian Slavik, Sales Director
for the Asian market. The example of Haohai Biological Technology (Haohai)
demonstrates how close cooperation across all cultural differences and beyond
can last for years and be deepened. The private company is now the leading
provider of hyaluronic acid-based products.

Several OPTIMA SV 125 lines
dose hyaluronic acid at Haohai.
Backstop devices are installed
automatically if required.
34
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Haohai and Optima Pharma have now enjoyed a partnership that has lasted for almost ten years. “Many things
aren’t so clear for us Europeans in China and I learn
something new every time
I visit,” said Kristian Slavik.
This is why the sales director
Asia thinks that it’s very important for us
to listen to and learn from each other. This
is exactly what Chinese companies like
Haohai have prioritized with the aim of
forging close, long-term partnerships.

Haohai produces medicines and
biomaterials to international standards,
which means that the machines Optima
supplies to China are no different to
those installed in the USA.
Several OPTIMA SV 125 machines
are being used at Haohai for the filling
and secondary packaging of various
hyaluronic acid (HA) products. The areas
of application range from therapeutic
products used to treat osteoarthritis to
medical devices including HA dermal
fillers used to correct wrinkles or restore
skin contours.

HIGH VISCOSITY: ONLY WITH SPECIAL
FUNCTIONS
HA dermal fillers are sometimes extremely viscous as they can maintain their
modeling effect for a very long time. In order to control the varying viscosity in the
best possible way, a variety of technical
functions are vital. Rotary piston pumps
have proven to be the superior dosing
solution for all Haohai hyaluronic acid products. They are the only machines that are
able to dose highly viscous drugs in an extremely precise manner with substantial
pressure. The filling precision is an important consideration, reported Slavik, this is
because biopharmaceutically produced
medicines have considerable value.
The most important factor, however,
is the bubble-free filling of the medicine
into ready-to-use syringes – an absolute
must for safe use on the patient, according to Slavik. Bubble-free products are
achieved by using vacuum filling and
sealing processes. Special filling needles,
which cut off the product strand, ensure
precise dosing and clean machines. At
Haohai, Optima machines are installed in
several plants, always in clean room class B
environments. With open RABs and under
laminar flow, clean room class A conditions exist in the machine at the filling and
sealing stations.

TO MARKET LEADER
IN ELEVEN YEARS
It’s always astonishing to see just how quickly the
Chinese economy is growing. It’s particularly exciting
to understand this in the context of a single company.
Haohai has succeeded in becoming a market leader
in hyaluronic acid-based products in just eleven years.
Executive Director Yiyi Chen provides insights and
reports on the company’s partnership with Optima.
Haohai is an important group of companies. Could you start by giving us
a brief outline of its main activities?
Haohai was founded in 2007. Over the past eleven years, we’ve focused
on research and development in the fields of orthopedics, surgery, ophthalmology, medical aesthetics, and wound care. In order to tap into the intraocular lens (IOL) business, we’ve acquired five domestic and foreign companies
which completed our entire IOL industrial chain and transfered Haohai into
an international biopharmaceutical company. We also have large research
and development capacities in all business units. In total, with the biopolymer
chitosan, IOL, and cross-linking HA technology platform, we have 40 products
in our research and development pipeline. Since 2008, we've been able to
increase sales and profit by an average of more than 30 percent per year.
o-com pharma-life science | February 2019
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Continuation of the interview

The degree of automation at Haohai is
continuously increasing. Format changes
are also faster.

Haohai is known as one of the leading
manufacturers of hyaluronic acid. Are
there any statistics that illustrate this?
Our hyaluronic acid is sold through
four of our business units and has a market share that is growing year on year.
According to analysts in China our OVD
(Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Device – note:
ophthalmic products) have a market share
of 46 percent, while visco supplementation (note: joint injection products) has a share of 36 percent
and anti-adhesion products a
share of 49 percent. Our HA dermal fillers “Matrifill” and “Janlane” are also among the industry
leaders.

direction. Today, Haohai has become a
leading manufacturer of biopharmaceutical products. Our rapid and solid growth
could not take place without the support
of our partners. Next year, we will have
been working with Optima for ten years.
I’d say that we’ve already passed the stage
of having a pure customer/supplier relationship. We took the opportunity to benefit from mutual exchange and to learn

one side develops while the other stands
still. We’d like to deepen our cooperation
with Optima even further and let it flourish.

Do you think the Optima office in China
is important for Haohai and the partnership? Which services would you say
are key?
It was a wise decision by Optima to
position itself well in the Chinese market. The huge population, the rapid growth
of the biopharmaceutical
market, and the strong support of the state economic
policy will pay off on the
market. The local sales and
service team is essential in
How long have you been worour collaboration. Establisking with Optima? Do you rehing the branch office has
member the first projects?
significantly promoted proSince Haohai was founded,
blem-solving competence
all our OVD, visco supplemenand communication with
tation, and anti-adhesion proResearch
and
development
at
Haohai:
In
2018,
Haohai
the company headquarters.
ducts have been syringe-filled,
was accredited as “National Enterprise Technology Center”
The way in which problems
ready-to-use products. In the
in China, making it one of 18 companies in the medical
are perceived, the response
beginning, we only had outdadevice sector to have received awards since 1993.
times, and the approach to
ted and inefficient equipment
individual solutions are exfrom local manufacturers at our
tremely important to us. We
Qisheng and Jinhua sites, so we
decided to buy three vacuum filling ma- from each other. Our cooperation has con- therefore hope that Optima will provide
chines from Optima – a decision made tributed to our mutual development and even more customer-focused support in
this area, which will further deepen our
with great care. At that time, we visited resulted in a win-win situation.
partnership.
the Optima headquarters in November,
2009. The production halls, the professio- What do you feel are the main reasons
nalism, and care there impressed us. When for the tight-knit cooperation with Mutual trust is the basis of successful
cooperation. Wouldn’t you agree?
we got back, we signed the contract. From Optima?
Trust is the basis of our cooperation.
today's point of view, this was a sensible
Since the beginning of the cooperaand wise decision.
tion, we’ve been able to record an enor- Our trust originally comes from the repumous increase in productivity and our tation and prestige that Optima enjoys in
products have also been upgraded. We the industry. After this long-standing coHow would you describe the partnership?
Haohai started out as a company with receive important information and sugge- operation, every order and every improlimited capitalization. However, our goal stions through continuous communicati- vement in technological capabilities leads
was to work with the world's leading ma- on. As a leading company in various fields, to a deepening of trust, also by identifying
nufacturers and use the most cutting-ed- our constant efforts to improve technolo- and solving problems that arise and bundge equipment to produce world-class gy and quality are essential for long-term ling new experiences. This kind of trust is
products. That was a big step in the right cooperation. A partnership cannot work if our most valuable possession. 
36
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HIGH VISCOSITY AND BUBBLE-FREE
FILLING
Thanks to the modular design of the
OPTIMA SV 125, Haohai’s new requirements can generally be implemented
promptly. For example, the degree of
automation at Haohai has continued to
grow over the years. On one hand, this is
down to rising labor costs in China and
on the other hand to quality aspects. Labels could never be applied as precisely
using semi-automatic processes as they
can with fully automatic solutions. The
recently delivered systems start with an
automatic debagger and a Tyvek Removal
Roboter, followed by filling and sealing.
If necessary, the subsequent placement
of the plunger is supplemented with the
assembly of backstop devices and, finally,
the pre-filled syringes are labeled and the
batch numbers compared.
In general, the SV 125 machines offer a
broad range of formats for filling volumes
of 1 to 20 milliliters, which is also maintained during vacuum processing. Glass and
plastic syringes are processed per line,
and format changes are implemented at
the touch of a button on the HMI. The accessibility of the parts to be removed has
already been supported in the best possible way at the design stage of the system.
All work is completed in around 30 minutes without any tools. The dismantled and
easy to disassemble pumps are transported to the washer by trolley where all parts
in contact with the product are washed
and then sterilized in an autoclave.
The maximum output for vacuum filling and plugging is comparatively lower

as these processes take time. In
the processing
of hyaluronic
acid, it has also
proved possible to adjust the
filling needle
movement to
the filling level with a servomotor.
Optima has always supported the
introduction and processing of new hyaluronic acid products for Haohai with filling trials at the company's own technical
center. Key factors such as the ideal filling
needle shape can be determined here
in the best possible way. The servicing
of Haohai systems, on the other hand,
takes place directly at Optima’s Shanghai
branch. In order to ensure that this runs
smoothly, Optima’s employees in China
receive intensive and regular training in
Schwäbisch Hall. The service employees
are also involved with installing the system in Schwäbisch Hall and play a role in
both the factory acceptance test (FAT) and
the site acceptance test (SAT). This allows
the Chinese Optima employees to get to
know the machines manufactured in Germany inside and out.

GERMAN-CHINESE TEAMWORK
Technology and service – these are just
two aspects of the successful cooperation
with Haohai. Kristian Slavik firmly believes that “the mutual relationships and the
growing trust mean even more to Chinese
companies.” It cannot be taken for granted
that this will continue, as Slavik notes that
Asian competitors are becoming increasingly aggressive.
Finally, he emphasizes once more
how important he believes the regular
exchange with the customer to be. Especially when there is no concrete project
in the pipeline. “It’s safe to say not everything runs smoothly, even in such a close
partnership. It is precisely in these types
of situations that we have progressed
and improved together. We have always
learned from Haohai’s exacting requirements and ultimately benefited from
them. That’s what’s made us strong partners.” A conviction shared by Yiyi Chen in
the interview. 

IMPORTANT FOR YOU

GREAT SOLUTIONS FOR HYALURONIC ACID FROM CHINESE MARKET LEADER
 Bubble-free filling – this is the most
important requirement for patients
to use hyaluronic acid products
safely.
 Hyaluronic acid products can
be highly viscous. Nevertheless,
they can be dispensed extremely
precisely.

 Rotary piston pumps have proven to
be a superior solution.
 Projects in China fully comply
with international standards.
Understanding and respecting the
characteristics of different cultures
is important when it comes to
cooperation.
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NEW LOGISTICS CENTER MEANS SHORT LINES OF COMMUNICATION,
EFFICIENT BUSINESS OPERATIONS AND FAST SPARE PARTS DELIVERIES

TAKING LOGISTICS TO A NEW LEVEL

The
right

PRODUCT

at
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PRICE
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the right

at
the right

TIME

CORE
RESPONSIBILITY
the next level in
manufacturing and logistics

QUALITY

in
the right

in
the right

PLACE

AMOUNT

Employees in the Materials Management Division, which includes
the Purchasing, Logistics and Quality Assurance departments,
moved into the new premises as planned in early July 2018. The
Optima logistics center, which covers approximately 6,000 m2,
will commence full operations at the beginning of 2019. This will
enable the company to speed up project processes and spare parts
deliveries even further.

Now that employees have moved into
the office building in the Solpark industrial park in Schwäbisch Hall, the automatic
small parts warehouse is currently being
put into operation. 50,000 items will be
stored there. Warehousing processes will
be managed and controlled from the beginning of 2019 using cutting-edge and
state-of-the-art warehouse management
software known as SAP Extended Warehouse Management. The modern system
38
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also features extensive use of control stations and various management activities,
and there is even a logistics app for internal users. The IT concept also includes the
Optima delivery portal, which is already in
place. This in future will facilitate completely paper-free operation in terms of materials management.
“With the new logistics center, the
‘heart’ of Optima Logistics worldwide,
the company can help ensure the global

availability of its wide product range,” says
Heiko Funk, Managing Director of O
 ptima
materials management GmbH. Spare
parts handling has been accommodated
in the new logistics center. In future, it will
be possible to fly urgently needed spare
parts direct to the customer from the nearby Schwäbisch Hall-Hessental airport.
Optima has audited “known consignor”
status (as awarded by Germany’s Federal
Aviation Office), which entitles the com-

“It is crucial to have a highly flexible and
dynamic supply chain that takes account of
the entire production process and is tailored to
promote the company's long-term success. This is
the only way to steal a march on our competitors –
through speed and increased throughput.”
Heiko Funk, Managing Director of
OPTIMA materials management GmbH

pany to dispatch “secure” air freight. “With
a comprehensive service concept, we are
optimizing the seamless supply and delivery times for our spare parts across the
world,” explains Heiko Funk.
By having the Purchasing, Logistics,
Spare Parts Handling and Quality Assurance departments in the same building, the
company benefits from fast and efficient
processes. Optima’s other business units
are also located nearby, and these can be

supplied fast. Outsourcing logistics to an
external provider is out of the question
due to the highly complex nature of both
the assembly process and material supply.
Purchasing and logistics are core competencies for Optima.
The reasons for the new building are
various: an acute shortage of space due
to Optima’s growth, out-of-date warehouse technology, and Optima subsidiaries’
need for more room in order to expand

their successful product business. Additional building projects are currently at the
planning stage. At the moment, office and
production space is currently being created for Optima Pharma at the Solpark industrial park in Schwäbisch Hall. 
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